How to find us
Pages 1-2—from Lyon, Avignon & Nîmes directions
Page 3—from Montpellier direction
Page 4—other ways of arriving
PLEASE NOTE
When you arrive at the end of our road you will find
a no entry sign

This does not mean you
‘sauf riverains’ means (roughly) ‘except for people
who belong here’ and if you are coming to see us
you belong here. So drive in—it is the only way you
will get to us. More instructions on following pages!

Jon & Mary North—74 rue de la Brèchette LUNEL 34400
04 67 85 52 12—mob 06 28 68 28 87
Finding us from the A9 Autoroute from Lyon/Avignon [for directions from Montpellier see p 3]
Driving south/west you pass Nîmes. Junction 25 is the
EXIT 26
junction with the A54 from Arles and Nîmes airport, after
GALLARGUES-LE-MONTUEUX
which you pass 2 Aires, one at Milhaud then one at Vergèze.
AIGUES-MORTES
Very shortly after the second you get to Junction 26. Exit
GRAU-DU-ROI (LE)
here—make sure you keep well to the right after the
Vergèze Aire because the exit comes quickly and there are
often long queues for the Toll station just past the junction. Note—there is an exit (27)
signposted Lunel, but this one is better because you avoid the Toll queues!
Follow signs for Aigues Mortes and Le Grau du Roi for a short distance till you reach the
roundabout on the N113, where you turn right following signs for Lunel and Montpellier. You
cross the river Vidourle and pass *3 more roundabouts—the
second has a huge Intermarché to the left as you approach it and
a vineyard in the middle of the roundabout! Keep straight on
following signs for Lunel Centre here—do not go left towards
La Grande Motte. The next roundabout you come to has a
roman wine flagon and an olive tree in the middle—it’s the
Rondpoint Charles de Gaulle (shown right). You carry straight
on towards Lunel (Montpellier) down the avenue of sycamore
trees.
At the end of the avenue you enter the one way system which
bears right, round the north of the town.

You arrive at the far end of the one-way and a roundabout
by the hospital. Continue towards Montpellier at this
roundabout.
NOTE—DIRECTIONS
CONTINUE ON NEXT
PAGE—TURN OVER
QUICKLY!
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About 150 metres later there is a fork: you take the left turn towards St Just and Mauguio (D24),
NOT the N113 to Montpellier.

Proceed down the rather narrow D24 towards St Just and Mauguio, past a right fork where your
road swings left, and then past the pharmacy and P’tit Croq bakers (yellow building)

Shortly, with the Lycée car park on your right, you come to a mini-roundabout by the Papeterie
du Lycée. You turn left into rue de la Brèchette straight after the roundabout.

Our house is on the right, the 2nd beyond the communal parking space. If there is not room in
the parking it’s OK to park in the road beyond.
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Finding us from the A9 Autoroute from Montpellier [for directions from Lyon/Avignon see p 1-2]
You have two choices—either leave the A9 at Junction 28 and follow the N113 towards Lunel
and Nîmes. This can be slow at busy times of day. Alternatively, go on to J 27 (signposted Lunel)
and follow the main road into Lunel, where you join the directions at * on page 1.
If you come on the N113 from J 27 you pass through
Baillargues (immediately) then Lunel Viel, and then pass two
roundabouts as you reach Lunel. Continue until you get to
some traffic lights and turn right. Cross a mini-roundabout
to a T-junction where you turn right again to join the D24
towards Mauguio.

EXIT 28
Vendargues
ALES
NIMES par RN

Proceed down the rather narrow D24 towards St Just and Mauguio, past a right fork where your
road swings left, and then past the pharmacy and P’tit Croq bakers (yellow building)

Shortly, with the Lycée car park on your right, you come to a mini-roundabout by the Papeterie
du Lycée. You turn left into rue de la Brèchette straight after the roundabout.

Our house is on the right, the 2nd beyond
the communal parking space.
If there is not room in the parking it’s OK to park in the road beyond.
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ARRIVING FROM OTHER DIRECTIONS
With the best will in the world, or if you come from somewhere else, you may arrive at one
of the roundabouts to the south of the town. Here’s what you do then:

If you get to the roundabout with the bull statue in the middle, by the big sports hall, follow
the sign to Mauguio and you will soon reach the next roundabout, the Rond Point de l’Etang
d’Or.

Here follow Lunel Centre (first out if you are coming from
the Bull) and after passing the Town sign in a few metres, la
rue de la Brèchette is 2nd on the right, before the little
roundabout.

